Midland Aerospace Ltd awarded Airbus Spares Dedicated Supplier Contract
Midland Aerospace Ltd, part of the engineering precision business of Calder Group, has been
awarded a major spares support contract from Airbus SAS. A five year LTA was signed earlier this
month to provide more than 400 deliverable components, which incorporate complex CNC
machined parts and fabricated metallic assemblies into the Airbus spares dedicated support
programme.
John Clegg, Sales and Marketing Director, added that this “Spares Dedicated Supplier” contract
award from Airbus SAS has been awarded on merit and will be one of the first aftermarket support
partnerships with Airbus SAS and Satair.
The Airbus supply contract is the latest LTA to be awarded to Midland by new strategic customers in
2016. Having previously supplied over 12,000 individual production and spares part numbers to all
the Airbus programmes, the new LTA contract is key in building on the company’s core business as a
supplier of “fast turnaround” AOG parts and strengthens the company’s position as a prime supplier
to the Aerospace and Defence Tier 1s. The Company has recently added new staff and
commissioned new 5-axis machine tools to accommodate the forecasted increase in production.
Eamon Lyons MD commented that “ the Airbus SAS contract will continue Midland Aerospace`s
expansion into medium volume production and aftermarket supply contracts, building upon our core
AOG and new product development ( NPI) activities. Our parent company Calder Group has
ambitious growth plans for both Midland and our sister company Helander in this sector , supported
by a five year continuous improvement and technology investment plan.”
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